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ITS Division = 2 Departments (Client Services & Infrastructure)

Strive 2025 Strategic Plan - Action Steps
#1 Academic Achievement

#4 Stewardship of Resources

1.3 Ensure standards-based pathways,
programs and services reflect
evidence-based practices, research and
integration of technology for all students

4.1 Ensure transparency in the use
of District resources

Why Technology?
●

Educational software designed to help students develop particular skills at their
own rate of progress have shown enormous promise in improving learning
outcomes, particularly in math. (MIT J-PAL, 2019)

●

If technology is interwoven comprehensively into pedagogy, it can act as a
powerful tool for effective learning of elementary students. (Chauhan S., 2016)

●

A meta-analysis of 10 studies examines the impact of laptop programs on
students’ academic achievement, found significantly positive average effect sizes
in English, writing, mathematics, and science. (Zheng et al., 2016)

●

When considering the effectiveness of technology interventions, positive findings
increased three fold with effective training and support. (Archer K. et al., 2014)

Network Infrastructure
●

●

●

Installation of new future ready
networks in all schools is almost
complete. All but CPES are finished
TSD’s maximum bandwidth is 3 Gbps.
We need to double our school
bandwidth caps to support more
devices, especially in UTA schools
Comcast has been contracted to
increase TSD’s total bandwidth to 10
Gbps and install hardware to double
all school bandwidth caps by 12/19

Information Security - Systems Administration
●

●
●
●

Improved systems protection and
reliability by installing a backup data
storage and recovery center in the
Administration Building
Deployed account management
tool to school administrations
Deployed Securly for behavior
management on Chromebooks
Increased email security protocols and
deployed Gopher for Chrome to allow
Chrome device data to be imported,
filtered, analyzed, and bulk-updated

sites.google.com/thompsonschools.org/tsdphishingattacks

Hardware Repair
●

●

●

New technical support request
software is live, going through
trials, and is being configured
Student Help Desk Teams are
trained and working at MVHS,
LHS, and BHS
While larger inventories of new
devices has increased support
requirements, repair
requirements have decreased

-

Live Help Desk

Staff & Student Devices
●

●
●

●
●

After five staff deployment cycles over the
last two school years, TSD is about 170
computers away from achieving a 5 year
standard for staff computers. This will be
achieved this semester
Legacy UTA school MVHS and CBMS
have been refreshed with new equipment
Five UTA schools have been added to the
four existing for a total of nine UTA
schools
Two to five more UTA schools will be
deployed this school year
First comes access, then comes
intentional and impactful use

Student to Device Ratios 2019-20
(4 years old or newer)
MVHS 1.0:1.0 CB

LES 1.2:1.0 iPad/CB

LEMS 1.6:1.0 iPad/CB

BHS 1.0:1.0 CB

TES 1.2:1.0 iPad/CB

MBES 1.7:1.0 iPad/CB

CBMS 1.0:1.0 iPad

GES 1.2:1.0 iPad/CB

NES 1.8:1.0 CB

BRMS 1.0:1.0 iPad

FHS 1.3:1.0 CB

MES 2.0:1.0 iPad

TMS 1.0:1.0 CB

CPES 1.4:1.0 iPad/CB

WES 2.0:1.0 iPad/CB

WCMS 1.0:1.0 CB

CRES 1.4:1.0 iPad/CB

CES 2.0:1.0 iPad/CB

LEES 1.0:1.0 iPad

SMES 1.4:1.0 CB

BTES 2.2:1.0 iPad/CB

CMES 1.0:1.0 CB

BFKES 1.4:1.0 iPad/CB

TVHS 2.4:1 iPad/CB

HPK8 1.0:1.0 iPad/CB

PES 1.5:1.0 iPad/CB

LHS 4.0:1.0 CB/PC

BES 1.2:1.0 CB

ISES 1.5:1.0 iPad/CB

ECE None

Thousands of devices will be end-of-life in 2020

Software Support
Recent staff additions are improving ITS capacity to support and
coordinate the onboarding and retirement of district and school software

Technical Training
ITS offers a menu of technical and instructional technology
professional development using ITS and other district trainers

Copier/Printers
●
●
●
●

●

Our Canon contract ended in June
We chose Pacific Office Automation
and Konica Minolta Copier/Printers
They are faster and more distributed
for better uptime
Faxing services have been changed
from paper-based faxing machines
to online digital faxing
Changes in faxing and more
devices/digital curriculum is
reducing paper/ink costs districtwide

Projection Systems
●

●

●

As older types of interactive
whiteboards and LCD projectors
become inoperable, they are being
replaced with mirrored TV systems
250 more were installed during the
last six months and we are training
new users now
They can wirelessly mirror up to four
desktops of any device type to model
instruction and/or show student work
on a high definition display

Intercoms/Bells/Clocks
●
●

●

●

TSD communication systems have
needed replacement for many years
As school networks are replaced, new
telephones, intercoms, bell software,
and centralized clocks are being
installed
New phones have been installed at
Administration, SSC, TMS, LHS, and
TVHS. BHS is next
New Intercom/Bell/Clock systems
have been installed at TMS and LHS.
BHS is being installed now.

-

Telephones

Budgets
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